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Abstract Climatemodel resolution can affect both the climate change signal and present-day representation
of extreme precipitation. The need to parametrize convective processes raises questions about howwell the
response to warming of convective precipitation extremes is captured in such models. In particular, coastal
precipitation extremes can be sensitive to sea surface temperature (SST) increase. Taking a recent coastal
precipitation extreme as a showcase example, we explore the added value of convection-permitting models by
comparing the response of the extreme precipitation to a wide range of SST forcings in an ensemble of regional
climatemodel simulationsusingparametrizedandexplicit convection.Comparedat thesamespatial scale,weﬁnd
that the increased local intensities of vertical motion and precipitation in the convection-permitting simulations
play a crucial role in shaping a strongly nonlinear extreme precipitation response to SST increase, which is not
evident when convection is parametrized. In the convection-permitting simulations, SST increase causes
precipitation intensity to increase only until a threshold is reached, beyond which further SST increase does not
enhance the precipitation. This ﬂattened response results from an improved representation of convective
downdrafts and near-surface cooling, which damp the further intensiﬁcation of precipitation by stabilizing the
lower troposphere locally and also create cold pools that cause subsequent convection to be triggered at sea,
rather than by the coastal orography. These features are not well represented in the parametrized convection
simulations, resulting in precipitation intensity having a muchmore linear response to increasing SSTs.
1. Introduction
Precipitation extremes can strongly affect society. Understanding the response of extreme precipitation to a
changing climate and how this is represented in climate models is thus an important challenge. The intensity
of precipitation extremes is expected to increase in a warming climate [Allen and Ingram, 2002; Trenberth,
1999]. Such an increase has been detected in observational studies [Karl and Knight, 1998; Groisman et al.,
2005; Seneviratne et al., 2012; Donat et al., 2013] and is also projected by global climate models [Semenov and
Bengtsson, 2002; Kharin et al., 2007; Orlowsky and Seneviratne, 2011], primarily in the tropics and high latitudes.
The representation of precipitation extremes in climate models, however, has been shown to be highly
sensitive to model resolution, much more so than that of the mean [Volosciuk et al., 2015]. Additionally, there
is a growing body of evidence [Kendon et al., 2012; Chan et al., 2014a; Ban et al., 2014] suggesting that
convection-permitting resolution (O(~2 km)) is essential for accurately capturing midlatitude summertime
convective extremes.
In achieving higher resolutions that more faithfully resolve extreme precipitation events, downscaling can
add value to general circulation model (GCM) output. When considering the added value (AV) of higher
resolutions, a distinction should be drawn between adding ﬁne-scale detail and adding value at the spatial scale
of the driving climate model. For precipitation, the potential AV of increased model resolution is greatest (i) at
short temporal scales, (ii) during thewarm season, i.e., when convection dominates, and (iii) in regions of complex
topography, regardless of the season and temporal scale [Di Luca et al., 2012]. Further AV (formultiple variables) is
achieved in coastal zones and in environments with high mesoscale variability [Feser et al., 2011]. Convection-
permitting resolution yields additional AV through the improved representation of both the diurnal convective
cycle and deep convective processes [Hohenegger et al., 2008; Prein et al., 2013].
Importantly, AV not only refers to the representation of present-day climate but in particular to the representation
of the corresponding climate change signal. GCM resolution, for example, is known to inﬂuence the
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strength of the response to warming of precipitation extremes [Kitoh et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011b; Yang et al.,
2014]. Additionally, convection-permitting resolution is most likely essential to correctly capture the
climate change signal of summertime convective extremes [Kendon et al., 2014; Ban et al., 2015].
The AV of higher resolution simulations, for example, in regional climate models (RCMs), lies in their ability
to simulate physically coherent process chains which may, or may not, modulate and improve the climate
change signal [Di Luca et al., 2015], as has recently been demonstrated in convection-permitting
simulations (CPSs) of summertime extreme subdaily precipitation [Chan et al., 2014b; Kendon et al.,
2014; Ban et al., 2015].
Due to high computational expense, however, differences in the sensitivity of extreme precipitation to
boundary forcing enhancement between parametrized and convection-permitting models, and the underly-
ing mechanisms, have not been studied in detail, for example, over a spectrum of forcing strengths. In this
respect, RCM sensitivity studies of individual extremes can be an instructive, yet inexpensive, tool. The
traditional GCM or GCM-RCM approach to investigating precipitation extremes, requiring climate timescale
simulations to create adequate statistics, would be hardly computationally feasible at convection-permitting
resolution and over a wide range of sea surface temperature (SST) states, each representative of different
climate regimes.
Downscaling to convection-permitting resolution does come with its own caveats though, as the choice of
convective parametrization in the coarse domain may strongly inﬂuence the development of convection
in the inner convection-permitting domain(s) [Warner and Hsu, 2000; Lean et al., 2008].
Recently, convection-permitting RCM simulations have revealed the potential for a nonlinear response of
coastal extreme precipitation to SST increase [Meredith et al., 2015]. Here we take the devastating 2012
precipitation extreme near the Black Sea town of Krymsk as a recent showcase example and use it to explore
the sensitivity of extreme precipitation to SST increase in ensemble simulations with parametrized and
explicit convection, over a wide range of SST forcings. Focusing on the underlying mechanisms, we present
evidence for the AV of CPSs for studying changes in convective precipitation extremes.
2. The July 2012 Krymsk Precipitation Extreme
The Krymsk precipitation extreme [Kotlyakov et al., 2013; Meredith et al., 2015] occurred on the 6/7 July 2012,
along the north-eastern coast of the Black Sea. In the presence of a quasi-stationary cold upper low, a slow
moving cyclone tracked across the eastern Black Sea, advecting warm and moist air toward the foothills of
the Caucasus mountains (Figure 1). The precipitation affecting the Krymsk region was associated with two
waves of convection, the ﬁrst coming early on 6 July and the second the following night. Total precipitation
of 171mm fell in 24 h at Krymsk, a station where daily precipitation had previously not exceeded 80mm
[Kotlyakov et al., 2013]. The upper-level synoptic pattern that accompanied the Krymsk event ﬁts well with
the pattern, identiﬁed by Funatsu et al. [2009], that typically accompanies extreme summertime precipitation
in the Mediterranean region [Meredith et al., 2015]. Additional synoptic analysis of the Krymsk event is
provided in Text S1 (supporting information).
3. Methods
Changes in precipitation extremes outside of the tropics are believed to be primarily inﬂuenced by thermo-
dynamical changes [Emori and Brown, 2005], rather than changes in large-scale circulation. In this framework,
it is assumed that for each precipitation extreme in the present climate there is an analogous event in a future
climate, occurring under a comparable atmospheric circulation but in a warmer and hence moister environ-
ment [Lenderink and van Meijgaard, 2008]. Working within this paradigm, we create alternate storylines
[Hazeleger et al., 2015] of the Krymsk event for a spectrum of SST regimes and compare the sensitivity of
the extreme precipitation to SST increase in simulations with parametrized and explicit convection.
3.1. Model and Experiment
The experimental setup, described in detail in Meredith et al. [2015], involves using the nonhydrostatic
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) regional model [Skamarock et al., 2008] in a triply nested conﬁg-
uration (Figure 1) to simulate the Krymsk event at up to convection-permitting resolution with a range of
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Black Sea SST forcings. This is an approach often used in GCM aquaplanet simulations to emulate climate
change [e.g., Li et al., 2011a]. The different SST states are created by calculating the 1982–2012 trend in
Black Sea SSTs (Figure 1), of a 31 day period centered on 6 July. This two-dimensional ﬁeld (SSTtrend) is then
subtracted (added) from (to) the SST ﬁeld observed during the event (SSTobs) in 20% increments. Eleven
representative SST regimes are thus created, spanning 1982 (2012 minus 30) to 2042 (2012 plus 30), assuming
a continuation of the SST trend. Each SST state can be described by
SSTi ¼ SSTobs þ i  55 SSTtrend; where i∈ 0 ::10½ : (1)
Our method thus allows us to compare the sensitivity of extreme coastal precipitation to enhanced SSTs
between simulations with parametrized and explicit convection, while keeping computational expenses
relatively low.
The nesting ratio is 5:1, giving horizontal resolutions of 15, 3, and 0.6 km. Domains are referred to as D15, D3,
and D0.6, respectively. Nesting is carried out on a one-way basis. Thirty-eight unevenly spaced terrain follow-
ing vertical levels are used, with a model top at 10 hPa. Sensitivity tests showed the results to be insensitive to
further increase in vertical resolution. Initial and lateral boundary conditions come from 1° resolution National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Final Analyses and are updated 6-hourly. For SSTs, we use
NOAA’s 0.25° Optimal Interpolation data set [Reynolds et al., 2007], as it is the highest resolution SST data
set that is also long enough to compute climatological trends (i.e., >30 years).
We create a six-member ensemble for each SST state, using staggered initialization times, and weak spectral
nudging of the U and V ﬁelds in D15 only. Nudging is carried out only above the planetary boundary layer
(PBL) and at scales roughly greater than 300 km. Nudging helps to accurately maintain the large-scale
circulation, without squelching the precipitation extremes [Otte et al., 2012]. Additional sensitivity studies
without nudging showed that the nudging we apply does not affect our conclusions but is necessary to cre-
ate a larger staggered initialization time ensemble. Individual ensemble members are initialized at 6-hourly
Figure 1. Sea level pressure (blue contours) on 6 July 2012 at 1800 UTC, based on NCEP Final Analyses. Simulation domains
D15, D3, and D0.6 (green). The 1982–2012 SST trend across experimental domains (shading). Krymsk is marked with an “x”;
light black contours denote the D15 orography ﬁeld, at 150m intervals.
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intervals from 4 July at 00UTC to 5 July at 06 UTC, allowing between 21 and 51 h for the atmosphere to adjust
to the imposed SST forcing before the ﬁrst observed precipitation of the analysis period. Tests show a con-
vergence of the 800 hPa humidity ﬁeld between all members about 9 h prior to the ﬁrst wave of precipitation.
Our setup gives a high signal-to-noise ratio, permitting fewer members, and allows adequate precipitation
spin-up time [Meredith et al., 2015].
For each domain, convective processes are handled in a manner appropriate to the horizontal resolution.
Convection is thus parametrized in D15, while no convective parametrization is used in D3 or D0.6. D15 thus
differs from the other simulations in its horizontal resolution and in its treatment of convection. In D15, ﬁve
convective parametrization schemes were tested, leading us to select the Kain-Fritsch scheme [Kain, 2004]
(with default tuning parameters) to drive the convection-permitting domains, due to its superior simulation
of the event. The extreme precipitation responses to increasing SSTs for the remaining convective parame-
trization schemes (D15 only), which lead to the same conclusions, are also presented.
For the analyses, we compare the D15 and D0.6 simulations over their common area, i.e., that of D0.6. Prior to
analysis, all data from the ﬁne resolution simulations are aggregated to the coarse D15 grid; this involves
taking the mean of all D0.6 grid cells that are located within the area of a given D15 grid cell, for each D15
grid cell covering the D0.6 domain. As such, we compare simulations at the same spatial scales to assess
the AV of CPSs, rather than simply the added small-scale detail. We attribute differences in the simulations
to differences in their treatment of convection, taking account of the resolution appropriate to each method
of treating convection. For extreme precipitation, we use an objective method to identify and analyze the
maximum local intensity of the precipitation event, at hourly intervals. This entails considering the spatial pre-
cipitation maximum each hour, i.e., the (15 km resolution) grid cell within the D0.6 area that has the highest
hourly precipitation total. We refer to this as the hourly precipitation maximum. Physical changes associated
with the hourly precipitation maximum serve as the clearest objective illustration of changes occurring in
areas of the grid affected by intense precipitation. The two waves of convection are treated separately.
4. Results
The ability of our WRF model setup to reproduce the Krymsk event with observed forcings is validated in
detail, for D0.6, in Meredith et al. [2015]. Additional validation, provided in Appendix A, shows that the event
magnitude is well captured by the D0.6 simulation. Intensities on the D0.6 native grid and their correspond-
ing aggregation to D15 yield similar magnitudes, indicating that the highest intensities were spread over a
relatively large area. D15, however, fails to fully capture the observed rainfall intensity. The compatibility of
the D0.6 precipitation totals with observations gives us conﬁdence in the faithfulness of the simulation, allow-
ing us to treat its modeled ﬁelds as a plausible reference to compare against. Here we focus on how the event
responds to boundary forcing enhancement (in our case SST) under parametrized and explicit convection.
Area average precipitation (over the common D0.6 area) during the event is qualitatively similar in the para-
metrized and explicit convection simulations (Figures 2a and 2b), though totals in the CPSs tend to be higher,
most noticeably during the second wave of convection. The clearest difference between the two simulations
is in the duration of the precipitation event. The ﬁrst wave of precipitation, in particular, begins (ends) about
2 h earlier (later) with parametrized convection. Looking at hourly precipitation maxima, however, the
simulations with explicit convection exhibit far higher precipitation intensities (Figures 2c and 2d), even
though the results of the D0.6 simulation have been aggregated to the D15 grid. In the CPSs, maximum
hourly intensities of 58–64mm are achieved, compared to just 5–8mm with parametrized convection.
These results highlight the well-known tendency for extreme precipitation events to be too persistent,
widespread, and not heavy enough in models with parametrized convection [Kendon et al., 2012] and point
toward the AV of CPSs at local and subdaily scales. The more realistic local precipitation intensities produced
by CPSs result from improved representation of convective features when convection is explicitly resolved
[Lean et al., 2008]. In the following, we investigate these features and how their improved representation
modulates the precipitation response.
Temporally averaging over each wave of convection, we can more clearly see the response shape of hourly
precipitation maxima to increasing SST (Figure 3). Between the parametrized and explicit convection simula-
tions, the transition behavior from the lowest to the highest SST notably diverges, despite the parametrized
convection simulation driving the higher resolution domains. The CPSs respond overall more strongly to
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increasing SST, during both waves of convection. More importantly though, the CPSs exhibit a strongly non-
linear precipitation response to increasing SST, characteristic of a transition into a high-precipitation regime
[Meredith et al., 2015]. The nonlinear nature of the precipitation response to increasing SST is either strongly
damped (ﬁrst wave) or practically missed (second wave) in the simulations with parametrized convection.
The nonlinear relationship also holds at the daily scale (Figure 3c). The strong divergence of the convective
response in the convection-permitting D0.6 from that of the coarse D15 suggests that, in order to maximize
the AV of CPSs, suitably large convection-permitting grids can be used to negate the inﬂuence of the coarse
grid convective parametrization on the inner domain’s solution, as speculated byWarner and Hsu [2000]. We
use grid sizes of 156 × 131 and 391× 321 for D3 and D0.6, respectively.
In the remainder of this section, we investigate the physical mechanisms behind the different precipitation
responses. To this end, the hourly precipitation maximum provides a measure of the maximum local intensity
Figure 2. Temporal evolution of precipitation event for different SST forcings. Area average precipitation over inner domain area for (a) 15 km resolution simulation
with parametrized convection and (b) 0.6 km resolution simulation with explicit convection. (c and d) As in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively, except for grid cell
precipitation maxima. Results are based on ensemble means, all data are aggregated to the 15 km resolution grid, and only grid cells within the area of D0.6
are considered.
Figure 3. Extreme precipitation response to enhanced SST forcing. Increase in temporally averaged grid cell precipitation maxima during (a) the ﬁrst and (b) the
second waves of precipitation and (c) from the start of the ﬁrst to the end of the second wave of precipitation. All data are aggregated to the 15 km resolution
grid and only grid cells within the area of D0.6 are considered.
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of the event and the clearest illustration of the physical effects occurring in areas affected by intense
precipitation. For brevity, we focus on the second wave of convection, where the differences are more
pronounced. Analysis of the ﬁrst wave of convection, which leads to the same conclusions, can be found
in the supporting information (Figures S4–S6).
Increasing SSTs lead to a warmer and moister lower atmosphere, increasing instability and reducing convec-
tive inhibition. To a ﬁrst approximation, this should give the potential for precipitation intensity to increase in
parallel. The strong differences in local precipitation intensity evident in Figure 2, however, also affect the
local atmospheric proﬁle. In particular, the more intense precipitation in the CPSs has a strong cooling effect
on the PBL, which is neither evident in the parametrized convection simulations nor the colder SST states of
the CPSs (Figures 4a and 4b). Such low-level cooling should act to reduce instability and increase convective
inhibition in the PBL, in opposition to the effects of increased SSTs. This contributes to the ﬂatter precipitation
response seen in the CPSs once deep convection is established in the higher SST simulations. With parametrized
convection, however, a net warming remains in the PBL as SSTs increase (Figure 4a).
The enhanced local precipitation intensities evident in D0.6 result from the broader distribution of vertical
motions and hence vertical moisture transport that can be captured at higher resolution [Yang et al.,
2014]. Vigorous convection is produced on the D0.6 native grid through (resolved) locally intense updrafts
(Figures 4c and 4d), which appear to be inadequately parametrized in the coarser D15 simulation. In addition
to the transport of moisture and release of latent heat, updrafts also transport momentum vertically, which
Figure 4. Impact and cause of increased precipitation intensity during the second wave of convection, for simulations with (a, c) parametrized and (b, d) explicit
convection. (a, b) Latent heating response for grid cell precipitation maxima. (c, d) Vertical velocity for grid cell precipitation maxima. All data are aggregated
to the 15 km resolution grid and only grid cells within the area of D0.6 are considered. A precipitation threshold of 2.0 mm hr1 is used for the grid cell
precipitation maxima. Latent heating is output directly by the convective parametrization (when used) and microphysics schemes. Note the different color
scales between rows.
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when intense enough can perturb the local pressure ﬁeld and impact the local ﬂow [LeMone et al., 1984].
Inadequate parametrization of vertical momentum transport may thus also affect the evolution of local dyna-
mical features within the system. The higher resolution of the D0.6 native grid also allows a more detailed
representation of surface topography, which can play a key role in orographic uplift and potential subse-
quent convection. Additional sensitivity studies applying the D15 topography ﬁeld to D0.6, however, show
that in our study the more realistic surface topography in D0.6 is not a dominant factor in the triggering of
deep convection or the nonlinear precipitation response.
Precipitation intensity also affects the strength of convective downdrafts. Convective downdrafts result
from the evaporation of precipitation and melting of hydrometeors as they fall through the troposphere
and, to a ﬁrst approximation, can be thought of as scaling with precipitation intensity. Downdrafts play
an inﬂuential role in convective systems. In the lower troposphere, they transport relatively low equivalent
potential temperature (θe) air below the lifting condensation level, having a strongly stabilizing effect on
the atmospheric proﬁle [Kain, 2004]. If strong enough, downdrafts can also block low-level inﬂow
[Schoenberg Ferrier et al., 1996], inhibiting further convection. To analyze downdrafts associated with the
hourly precipitation maxima, we consider each hour the maximum downdraft in a 3 × 3 neighborhood
centered on the hourly precipitation maximum; this is identiﬁed based on average vertical velocities in
the 1000–650 hPa layer. As SSTs increase, a strong growth in the convective downdrafts associated with
the hourly precipitation maxima is only evident in the CPSs (Figures 5a and 5b). Importantly, though, it is
Figure 5. Impact of increased precipitation intensity during the second wave of convection, for simulations with (a, c) parametrized and (b, d) explicit convection.
(a, b) Downdraft response associated with grid cell precipitation maxima, based on the maximum downdraft either in or directly adjacent to the grid cell
precipitation maximum. (c, d) Latent heating for Figures 5a and 5b. All data are aggregated to the 15 km resolution grid and only grid cells within the area of D0.6
are considered. A precipitation threshold of 2.0 mm hr1 is used for the grid cell precipitation maxima. Additionally, to distinguish downslope winds from
convective downdrafts, a modiﬁed version of Jiménez and Dudhia [2012] nondimensional Laplacian operator is deﬁned to exclude downdrafts over downward
sloping land (relative to wind direction). This only impacts the results of the 15 km resolution simulation and is explained in detail in Appendix A. Note the
different color scales between rows.
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not just the strength of the downdrafts that increases—the depth to which downdrafts of a given strength
penetrate also increases. For the coldest SST states, even the CPSs do not create strong downdrafts. Once
deep convection develops in the CPSs though, the stronger downdrafts start penetrating to the surface,
contributing to the ﬂatter precipitation response. This results from increasing stability within the PBL,
which can be seen by the cooling of the lower troposphere that accompanies the downdrafts in the
CPSs (Figure 5d). As it is expected that the coarser simulation with parametrized convection cannot gener-
ate grid-scale vertical motions comparable to those under explicit convection, the convective parametriza-
tion scheme is intended to account for the unresolved vertical motions through environmental mass ﬂuxes,
redistributing heat and moisture throughout the column. Despite this, the parametrized convection simu-
lations show no evidence of low-level latent cooling comparable to that when convection is explicitly
resolved (Figures 5c and 5d). Area averaged convective inhibition (CIN) upstream of the coastal orography
(not shown) decreases monotonically as SSTs increase in the parametrized convection simulations, allow-
ing precipitation intensity to increase as SSTs increase. In the CPSs, however, the decrease in CIN due to
increasing SSTs is ﬁrst inhibited by the intensifying precipitation as SSTs increase and then stops comple-
tely for those ensembles with the highest SSTs, i.e., in those ensembles where deep convection takes hold
and causes substantial low-level cooling. For the same reasons, the tendency for convective available
potential energy to be increased by higher SSTs, while not prevented, is considerably inhibited in the
CPSs relative to the parametrized convection simulations (not shown).
Ignoring momentum considerations, downdrafts will penetrate downward until they are either warmer than
their surroundings or they reach the surface. Lower relative humidity, and hence lower cloudiness, favors the
generation of stronger downdrafts [Knupp and Cotton, 1985] through increased evaporation of precipitation
in the lower troposphere and the resultant greater latent heat of evaporation. As such, differences in the
relative humidity proﬁles between the parametrized and explicit convection simulations can contribute to
differences in the representation of downdrafts, even those aggregated to the coarser 15 km resolution.
The column relative humidity proﬁles 1 h prior to the hourly precipitation maxima show marked differences
between the simulations with parametrized and explicit convection. With parametrized convection, relative
humidity is noticeably higher in the lower troposphere, as compared with the CPSs; this is in line with the ten-
dency of CPSs to reduce the positive bias in cloud cover shown by models with parametrized convection
[Prein et al., 2015]. Additionally, relative humidity in the parametrized convection simulations does not show
the same tendency to decrease with increasing SSTs that is exhibited in the CPSs (Figure 6). This may be due
to the parametrized treatment of downdrafts during the preceding integration of the model, within D15. The
Kain-Fritsch scheme derives humidity proﬁles based on a number of microphysical assumptions, one of
which is a constant rate of decrease of downdraft relative humidity with distance beneath the cloud base,
which may not be suitable for extreme precipitation. As such, cloud base height can strongly inﬂuence sub-
sequent changes in the lower troposphere relative humidity proﬁle. Another explanation may be stronger
downward motions in the CPSs, in response to enhanced vertical velocities, which would have a stronger
drying effect on the atmosphere, thus reducing relative humidity and cloudiness. The decreased midtropo-
spheric relative humidity simulated at higher SSTs, which is only evident in the CPSs, may also play an impor-
tant role in inhibiting the development of secondary cells [Shepherd et al., 2001], contributing to the tipping
point nature of the precipitation response.
The described low-level cooling in the CPSs, due to more intense precipitation and convective downdrafts,
also affects the mechanisms by which subsequent convection is triggered and the location where this
happens. Assuming the presence of an adequate moisture source and conditional instability, the ﬁnal
ingredient required for convection is uplift [e.g., Doswell, 1987]. In our study, a consistent source of uplift
is provided by the coastal orography, which presents an abrupt barrier roughly perpendicular to the
onshore ﬂow. This is key to the high local intensities [Kotlyakov et al., 2013] observed during the event.
As the hourly precipitation intensity increases though, the outﬂow associated with increasing low-level
cooling extends out over the sea, behaving like a gravity current [Corﬁdi, 2003] emanating from the coastal
orography. The resulting near-surface cold pools over the sea provide another source of uplift upstream of
the coastal orography and result in more convection being triggered over the sea in the higher SST ensem-
bles (Figure 7). The precipitation-cooled outﬂow associated with this new convection over the sea subse-
quently extends the outﬂow boundary even further from the coast. This is evident in the back building
of the mesoscale convective system that is simulated at warmer SST states and found in satellite
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observations of the event (not shown). The near-surface cold pools over the sea also provide a smoother
and less vigorous uplift than the coastal orography, potentially limiting the precipitation intensity increase.
As these air parcels continue downstream toward the coastal orography, they arrive drier and more stable
due to the preceding convective processes which, in turn, limits the intensity of subsequent precipitation
triggered by orographic uplift. The absence of low-level cold pools in the parametrized convection simula-
tions means that this effect is only evident in the CPSs.
The same sensitivity experiments (for D15 only) carried out with four other convective parametrization
schemes (Table 1) found precipitation responses ranging from essentially ﬂat to strongly monotonic
(Figure 8), highlighting the dependence of projections of convective precipitation extremes on the choice
of parametrization scheme. None of the schemes were capable of reproducing the nonlinear response shown
under explicit convection. This suggests that our results demonstrate an inherent limitation of convective
parametrization schemes, rather than a peculiarity of the scheme we focus on.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
Taking the 2012 Krymsk precipitation extreme as a recent showcase example, we have demonstrated over a
large range of SST forcings how the response of extreme coastal precipitation to SST increase can be substan-
tially different in CPSs than in coarser models with parametrized convection. Speciﬁcally, we have shown how
the ﬁne-scale representation of precipitation intensity and vertical motions in CPSs can strongly modulate
the extreme precipitation response to SST increase at both the daily and subdaily timescale. Resolving these
processes adds value by enabling key features, such as near-surface cooling and deeper penetrating
downdrafts, to explicitly develop and affect the precipitation response. The tendency for reduced lower
tropospheric relative humidity in the CPSs further contributes to the strong nonlinearity of the extreme
precipitation response.
Figure 6. As in Figure 5, except for relative humidity in the maximum precipitation column 1 h prior to the downdraft.
(a) D15 and (b) D0.6.
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In GCM aquaplanet experiments with parametrized convection and relatively coarse resolutions, Yang et al.
[2014] identiﬁed subgrid-scale variability of vertical moisture transport (primarily due to changes in vertical
velocities) as explaining most of the resolution dependence of extreme precipitation. Here we present a
detailed investigation of the physical mechanisms that can also lead to a different response to SST increase
of extreme precipitation in models with parametrized and explicit convection. The results highlight not only
the AV of CPSs for better representing convective precipitation extremes but crucially also their AV for study-
ing changes in convective extremes, which stems primarily from the increased local precipitation intensities
that parametrized convection cannot reproduce. These increased intensities result from the greater spatial
variability of vertical motions that the ﬁne resolution grid can capture and play a key role in the strongly
nonlinear nature of the extreme precipitation response under explicit convection, for example, by creating
stronger downdrafts which transport relatively low θe air into the lower troposphere. The simulations with
parametrized convection proved to inadequately represent the physical processes which can damp further
convective intensiﬁcation during extreme precipitation events.
While convective parametrization schemes can of course be tuned to better represent changes in particular
extremes, a superseding requirement of climate models is for convective parametrization schemes that well
represent the mean conditions across large scales, often to the detriment of regional extremes. Convective
parametrization schemes which consider a much broader distribution of vertical velocities at the subgrid-scale,
perhaps partly stochastically determined, may go someway toward bridging the gapwith convection-permitting
models and better recreating the locally intense precipitation exhibited during precipitation extremes in
CPSs. As we have demonstrated, this can produce effects which strongly modify the local environment
and is key to the nonlinear response.
Table 1. Parametrization Schemes Used in Figure 8
Abbreviation Scheme Reference(s)
TIEDTKE Tiedtke scheme Tiedtke [1989] and Zhang et al. [2011]
NSAS New Simpliﬁed Arakawa-Schubert scheme Han and Pan [2011]
G3-D Grell 3D Ensemble scheme Grell [1993] and Grell and Devenyi [2002]
BMJ Betts-Miller-Janjic scheme Janjic [1994]
KF Kain-Fritsch scheme Kain [2004]
Figure 7. Cold pool triggered convection. (a) D0.6 cross section (marked in Figure 7b) showing instantaneous temperature anomaly and vertical motion for one
member of the warmest SST ensemble at 0200 UTC on 7 July 2012, during the second wave of convection. The temperature anomaly is relative to the mean
temperature across the west-east dimension of the grid (also at 0200 UTC), with only points over the sea considered. Convection can be seen initiating at the edge of
the near-surface cold pool, before continuing in the direction of the ﬂow (see Figure 7b). The 0°C anomaly contour is marked with a thick black line. (b) Accumulated
precipitation in the hour leading up to the snapshot in Figure 7a, with the cross section along 37.5°E marked in black. Wind barbs illustrate the instantaneous ﬂow
at 850 hPa, in m s1.
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Eden et al. [2014] argue that it is difﬁcult
to demonstrate AV in RCMs for simulat-
ing present-day local precipitation
extremes, compared to GCMs, once
relatively simple statistical postproces-
sing [Wong et al., 2014] to correct for
biases and scale gaps has been applied
to both simulations. For detecting the
response to warming of extreme preci-
pitation, though, bias correction meth-
ods suffer from essentially inheriting
the wrong climate change trends from
the climate model. As demonstrated
here, CPSs are not limited in this way.
Rather, the AV of CPSs is set apart from
other downscalingmethods by its origin
in the simulation of independent, often
highly localized, physical process chains.
Fine-scale processes are known to play
an important role in modulating the
response of daily precipitation extremes
to climate change, particularly in coastal
areas dominated by convective precipi-
tation [Diffenbaugh et al., 2005]. Our
results raise questions about the ability
of models with parametrized convection
to accurately represent the response of subdaily to daily convective extremes to climatic changes in coastal
regions. If the response to warming of convective extremes, particularly those in coastal regions, is of interest,
then convective parametrization schemes would have to be substantially improved. Furthermore, one could
conceive developing statistical postprocessing methods which include local-scale meteorological information.
Absent such advances, CPSs are required not only to capture the magnitude of the response between indivi-
dual states [Kendon et al., 2014] but also the shape of the response across multiple states, which can be
highly nonlinear.
Appendix A: Further Validation of Model Simulation, Against Observed Precipitation
The primary validation of our simulations is carried out in Meredith et al. [2015] (including supplementary
information therein). Here we carry out additional validation of 24 h precipitation totals at Krymsk, using
simulations D15 and D0.6, with the latter aggregated to the 15 km resolution grid.
To account for the simulated precipitation ﬁeld potentially being (spatially) shifted from the observed ﬁeld,
we select the grid cell containing Krymsk and then consider all precipitation simulated within one grid cell
either side of this. This gives a 3 × 3 box centered on Krymsk, for each ensemble member. We then create
box-and-whisker plots to analyze the distribution of 24 h precipitation totals across all members and boxes.
Whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles, with the box representing the 25th and 75th percentiles,
and the median.
Figure A1 shows box-and-whisker plots for (a) D15; (b) D0.6 aggregated to D15; (c) D0.6 on its native grid
(0.6 km resolution), with a box covering the same area as the 3 × 3 boxes in Figures A1a and A1b; (d) D0.6
on its native grid (0.6 km resolution), except with a smaller box covering only 15 km×15 km, i.e., equivalent
to one grid cell in D15.
As can be seen in Figure A1a, the coarse resolution simulation with parametrized convection (D15) is not
capable of reproducing the intense precipitation observed at Krymsk (yellow bars). Once convection is explicitly
represented, however, the observed total at Krymsk ﬁts well within the distribution of simulated 24h precipitation
totals (Figure A1b), even though the data have been aggregated to the 15km resolution grid.
Figure 8. D15 extreme precipitation response to enhanced SST forcing
with different convective parametrization schemes. Increase in temporally
averaged grid cell precipitation maxima during the second wave of
precipitation. For illustration, the convection-permitting simulation is also
shown in gray (CPS, triangles). Note that the response of the Tiedtke
scheme (cyan) has been scaled by a factor of 0.25 so that the shape of all
response curves can be seen clearly in the same panel. The legend is
explained in Table 1. As in Figure 3, results are based on ensemble means,
all data are aggregated to the 15 km resolution grid, and only grid cells
within the area of D0.6 are considered.
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This is also true of the simulated totals on
the D0.6 native grid (Figures A1c and
A1d). The reduced magnitude of the
upper percentiles once D0.6 has been
aggregated to D15, compared to those
on the D0.6 native grid, illustrate the
effect of aggregation on the precipitation
ﬁeld: themost intense localized precipita-
tion is smoothed out. Even with this scal-
ing effect, however, the precipitation
intensities in D0.6 are still compatible
with observations and are not reduced
to the level of those in D15, further suggesting that the results of the D15 experiment stem from the inade-
quate parametrization of convective processes associated with extreme precipitation.
While these results are good, it is important to add the caveat that there is a considerable degree of spatial
randomness inherent in precipitation totals recorded at point locations, i.e., at the Krymsk weather
station. As such, one cannot necessarily expect point totals to be representative of the broader
precipitation ﬁeld.
Appendix B: Further Information on the Measurement of Downdrafts
From the Model Output
As demonstrated in the main text, vertical motions due to convective activity are much smaller in D15 than in
D0.6. As a result, the strongest downward motions simulated in D15 actually result from downslope winds,
rather than convective downdrafts. To create Figure 5 in the main text, we need to be able to distinguish
between downslope winds and convective downdrafts.
This is achieved, ﬁrst, by each time step only considering downdrafts either in or directly adjacent to the max-
imum precipitation cell (i.e., a 3 × 3 box on the D15 grid, centered on the maximum precipitation cell).
Second, we deﬁne a modiﬁed version of Jiménez and Dudhia [2012] nondimensional Laplacian operator, to
also exclude grid cells with downward slopes (relative to the wind direction) over a certain threshold from
consideration. The maximum downdraft is then determined as described in the main text, using the remaining
nonexcluded grid cells in the 3×3 box.
To distinguish topographic features in a regional model, Jiménez and Dudhia [2012] apply the following
operator to the topographic ﬁeld h:
Δ2hi;j ¼ 0:25 hiþ1;j þ hi;jþ1 þ hi1;j þ hi;j1–4hi;j
 
(B1)
which they term the nondimensional Laplacian operator and is related to the traditional Laplacian operator
by ∇2h=Δ2h/(Δx)2.
We modify equation (B1) to take account of wind direction, giving four different operators, to be used according
to which quadrant (i.e., NE, SE, SW, and NW) the wind direction vector is located in.
NE : Δ2hi;j ¼ A1 hi;jþ1 þ hiþ1; j þ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p hiþ1; jþ1–Ahi; j
 
(B2)
SE : Δ2hi;j ¼ A1 hi; j1 þ hiþ1;j þ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p hiþ1; j1–Ahi; j
 
(B3)
SW : Δ2hi;j ¼ A1 hi; j1 þ hi1; j þ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p hi1; j1–Ahi; j
 
(B4)
NW : Δ2hi;j ¼ A1 hi; jþ1 þ hi1; j þ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2








p . Ten meter surface winds are used to determine the wind direction. Thus, for a north-eastward
wind, negative values of equation (B2) would imply a downslope wind, with a similar argument applying to
downslope winds in the remaining quadrants.
Figure A1. The 24 h precipitation observed (yellow) and simulated
(box-and-whiskers) at Krymsk weather station.
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To exclude downslopewinds fromour cal-
culation of downdrafts, we set a threshold
slope value of40 for equations (B2)–(B5).
Thus, for a wind direction oriented toward
a given quadrant, if the corresponding
modiﬁed nondimensional Laplacian
operator gives a value less than 40,
then the grid point is not considered for
calculation of convective downdrafts.
These considerations only impact the
results in D15, as the downdrafts in D0.6
are far stronger than downslope winds
within that domain. If we were to simply
look at downdrafts from D15, without
the aforementioned speciﬁcations, the
results show an almost constant “down-
draft” magnitude across SST states,
though decreasing slightly as higher
SSTs warm the lower troposphere, giving
weaker downslope winds (not shown).
Figure B1 shows the grid points which
would be excluded from consideration
for a wind orientated within the north-
eastern quadrant (the most common
orientation during the event).
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